
OH MY, THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING: Biden Family Whistleblower Tony
Bobulinski Says Top FBI Official Tim Thibault Buried Info He Gave to Bureau on
Biden Family Criminal Acts

Description

USA: Back on October 22, 2020, Tony Bobulinski held a press conference that has since been 
viewed over 2 million times. Bobulinski is the CEO of Sinohawk Holdings which was a 
partnership between the Chinese operating through CEFC/Chairman Ye and the Biden family.
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In his press conference, Bobulinski claimed he met with Joe Biden at the Beverly Hilton on May 2,
2017. Tony Bobulinski was joined by Hunter Biden, Jim Biden and Joe Biden and they discussed the
Biden family’s business plans with the Chinese.

It was also during this press conference that Tony Bobulinski shared the infamous email that described
the payment schedule including 10% held for the Big Guy, who is Joe Biden.
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Later, Bobulinski sent a text to Jim Biden, Joe Biden’s brother, on the same day, May 2, 2017, saying:
“Great to meet u and spend some time together, please thank Joe for his time, was great to talk thx
Tony b.”

Joe Biden famously lied to the American public at a 2020 presidential debate when he claimed that his
son Hunter Biden didn’t make money in China or engage in unethical overseas business deals. During
the debate Biden said, ‘My son has not made money in terms of this thing about, talking about China.’

This was clearly a lie.

And now there is more evidence of Joe Biden’s meeting with Bobulinski at the Beverly Hilton.

Joe Biden spoke at Milken Institute Global Conference in 2017. It was held at the Beverly Hilton, the
same hotel where he met with Tony Bobulinski the night before.
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BEVERLY HILLS, CA – MAY 03: Former U.S. Vice President Joe Biden speak during the Milken
Institute Global Conference 2017 at The Beverly Hilton Hotel on May 3, 2017 in Beverly Hills,
California. (Photo by Frederick M. Brown/Getty Images)

Yaacov Apelbaum also produced several items of evidence — previously reported by Joe Hoft at The
Gateway Pundit — confirming Bobulinski’s assertions are legit. Apelbaum even has evidence of
payments from China.

The Washington Free Beacon reported:

The witness, Tony Bobulinski, now has concerns that the former official, Timothy Thibault,
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helped bury information about his dealings with the Biden family that he gave the FBI,
sources told the Washington Free Beacon. Thibault retired from the FBI last week amid
allegations from whistleblowers that he shut down an investigation into an avenue of
“derogatory” information about Hunter Biden in October 2020. Senate Republicans began
scrutinizing Thibault earlier this year over anti-Trump rhetoric he posted on social media.

It had been unclear what role Thibault played in the Biden investigation, which began in
2018. But his oversight of Bobulinski means he oversaw one of the most significant
witnesses to come forward with information about the Bidens’ business links to China. The
FBI interviewed Bobulinski for five hours on Oct. 23, 2020, after Bobulinski publicly disputed
Joe Biden’s claim to have never discussed business with his son. Bobulinski said he met
with Hunter and Joe Biden in May 2017 to discuss a multimillion-dollar deal with CEFC
China Energy, a Chinese energy conglomerate with ties to Chinese military intelligence.
The California-based businessman also said Joe Biden is “the big guy” referenced in cryptic
emails discussing equity payments from their business deals.

“In my hour-long meeting with Joe Biden we discussed Biden family business dealings with
the Chinese, with which he was plainly familiar,” Bobulinski said at a press conference
before his FBI interview. Text messages show Bobulinski and Hunter Biden arranging a
meeting with Joe Biden at the Beverly Hills Hilton. Emails from Biden’s abandoned laptop
show extensive discussions about CEFC China Energy.

The New York Post reported earlier this year that a grand jury witness was asked to identify
“the big guy” referenced in the emails sent to Biden and Bobulinski. Bobulinski, however,
has not been contacted by the U.S. attorney or called before the grand jury, sources told
the Free Beacon. According to the sources, Bobulinski’s attorneys had multiple interactions
with Thibault after Bobulinski’s FBI interview. They said Thibault told Bobulinski’s lawyers
the FBI would reach out if additional information was needed, but that the bureau has not
made contact with Bobulinski since then.

Hat Tip to Lee Stranahan for providing research on this post.
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